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ABOUT THE SEMINAR

In large conglomerates in Korea controlled by family members (a.k.a. chaebols), a critical issue is how corporate and managerial control can be passed to the next generation within the family. High inheritance taxes in Korea make the problem more acute. Various measures have been used to increase the shareholding ratio of the sons and daughters in such companies – issuing undervalued stock, self-dealing, “funneling” of business, forming a holding company etc. Often these measures have harmed non-controlling shareholders and have been challenged judicially, but the Korean court has generally stuck to black letter rules which were easily circumvented. Such passivism of the Korean court led to many statutory amendment proposals in the legislature. However, the primary impetus for such proposals for politicians has been to curry favor with the electorate. A few case studies involving management succession will illustrate why corporate law issues became so political in Korea and show the limits of such politicization.
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